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Along with the whole new commercialization all around, clothing is not just wearing clothes. Mens
fashion also has an aristocratic range of apparels, accessories, grooming range, body care and
health essentials. Todayâ€™s men are conscious about their dressing sense and this is why fashion has
introduced new colors of stylish menâ€™s collection. Various brands have also introduced their own
design for a posh fashion statement for men. The various forms of dressing and grooming for men
are formal, casual, ethnic and sporty. All these have their own way of accessories and style. Letâ€™s
check how they are different and lavish in their own ways.

* Formal wear- the formal wearing for men is generally during parties, official meets, gatherings,
weddings and dinner gathering. The formal wearing comprises of dark or light colored suits along
with accessories. The main accessories are formal shoes, ties, formal watches, and pocket squares.
The accessories should not be shabby and dirty. Formal wear has trousers which are always worn
on the waistline. Semi formal wears are also famous among men. Semi formal is wearing formal in a
fun way.

* Ethnic wear- ethnic wear is the traditional wear of India which is into fashion all over the world.
This form of dressing is exported to various parts and is known for its charm while wearing. Some of
the important ethnic apparels are kurta, pyjamas, sherwani, dhoti, jodhpuri suit and pathani suit.
Very elegant accessories and shoes are available with these apparels. Men have their complete
grooming sense and body care for the best looks in these body fittings.

* Casual wear- a very neat, loose and comfortable dressing is known as casual dressing for men.
This style sense is very common amongst all the men but a new range of casual wearing is
introduced with all the contrast and color for men. Casual wear is no more just Bermudas or shorts
but variety with t-shirts, beach wear, jeans, trousers and jackets is in the stores. Different mix and
match with the color and style is yet another platform for mens fashion. These apparels are
incomplete with accessories, so grab anything you feel like and match it up with your style to give a
flare of classic fashion.

* Sportswear- sportswear is all time famous for men with lots of work out and games. The
sportswear range has bold collection from different brands. Every sport has its own category of
dressing. For an all purpose dressing for sports shorts along with sporty t-shirts are best suited. One
can also go for sports watch, caps band wrist bands.

Fashion for men does not only restrict with the clothes but it also has accessories, wide range of
body care and grooming range. Men now keep abreast with marvelous dressing. The availability of
fragrances, cosmetics and salons is a step towards keeping men as smart as women.  Grooming
sense and mens fashion are the main topics for several fashion magazines.
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US(California).Suits 4 Men Online is the premier store online for discounted a Mens fashion, a Men
suits, blazers, sportcoats, dress shirts, and more! Suits 4 Men Online guaranteed the highest quality
merchandise at the lowest wholesale prices.
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